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ABSTRACT
Recovering from multiple traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a very difficult task, depending on
the severity of the lesions, the affected parts of the brain and the level of damage (locomotor, cognitive or sensory). Although there are some software platforms to help these patients
to recover part of the lost capacity, the variety of existing lesions and the different degree to
which they affect the patient, do not allow the generalization of the appropriate treatments
and tools in each case. The aim of this work is to design and evaluate a machine vision-based UI (User Interface) allowing patients with a high level of injury to interact with a
computer. This UI will be a tool for the therapy they follow and a way to communicate with
their environment. The interface provides a set of specific activities, developed in collaboration with the multidisciplinary team that is currently evaluating each patient, to be used as
a part of the therapy they receive. The system has been successfully tested with two patients
whose degree of disability prevents them from using other types of platforms.

1. INTRODUCTION
The recovery of a patient suffering from traumatic brain injury (TBI) depends largely on the extent of
the lesions, the parts of the brain affected, and the problems presented by the patient (at locomotor, cognitive and sensory levels). Damaged neural tissues are not recoverable, but there is a way to improve their
effects thanks to a phenomenon known as plasticity [1], which is the nervous system’s ability to minimize
injuries by modifying its own structure and functional organization. To recover some of the functions affected by the TBI, the nervous system is capable of adapting neurons initially created for other functions to
perform the tasks involved. Recovery through this phenomenon is slow but unlimited, so that the treatment is usually extended throughout the entire life of the patient [2]. Obviously, the treatment is much
more complex when there exist multiple traumas causing different aftermaths. The apps developed in this
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work are devoted to patients with this type of injury.
The aim of this work is to design a UI that allows patients that maintain at least mobility in one of
their arms to interact with a computer so that it can be used as a tool for the therapy they are receiving and
then ease the difficult task of communicating with their environment. The main idea is to capture the
movement of a hand with a digital camera, which is used to control an avatar on the computer screen. The
reason for using this type of interface is that the arm movement is very limited in most cases. Usually,
most patients have a very controlled movement of the arm, but not of the hand, remaining always their
fists closed. This prevents them to manipulate objects that require some skill using the fingers, such as a
classical mouse. Furthermore, both the accuracy of the arm movement and the control of the force performed are really limited (in some cases by excess and others by lack of strength). This prevents the use of
any kind of interface requiring any kind of pressure such as touch screens.
To overcome these limitations, we propose the use of a machine vision-based interface adapted to the
abilities of the patients that allows interaction with the computer by means of a communication protocol.
Through this interface, we develop a set of specific activities, in collaboration with the multi-disciplinary
team that is currently evaluating the patients, so that such activities can be used as part of the therapy that
they are carrying out. This opens an important range of possibilities allowing therapists to plan activities
that involve a variety of multimedia content with which patients can interact.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review some other projects related to the
design of interfaces for people with brain injuries. Then, Section 3 is devoted to explaining artificial markers and how they can be used to detect the movement of the patient’s hand. In Section 4 we describe the
applications developed that use the marker designed to allow communication between the user and the
computer. Then, in Section 5 we show the results of the evaluation of the tool after a period of test. Last,
Section 6 summarizes conclusions and further work.

2. RELATED WORK
This section includes a review of some previous projects related to the recovery of a patient suffering
from TBI. The continuous growing of mobile computing and the need of providing remote rehabilitation
programs have led to the proliferation of several projects with similar objectives.
SITPLUS5 [3] is a computer vision-based tool using color markers among other peripherals like microphones. However, the purpose of the system is recreational and therapeutic while in our case, we rely
mainly on patient communication. Besides, SITPLUS requires the configuration and calibration of several
sensors, whereas our approach does not require any kind of calibration, so therapists can focus solely on
the applications settings. Although SITPLUS can be used in a great number of disabilities, it is not suitable
for people with serious locomotor and cognitive deficiencies as it happens in the case of the patients to
whom our application is addressed, who only maintain mobility in one of their arms.
HABITAT [4] is a tool for creating and implementing interactive rehabilitation activities for persons
suffering from acquired brain damage. It provides both a platform for rehabilitation of patients and tools
for specialists to manage and monitor the outcome of patients. The interaction between tool and patients
occurs through different hardware devices that allow both the undertaking of activities such and communication with specialists.
PREVIRNEC [5] is a software tool for remote rehabilitation providing a set of rehabilitation activities
for patients, and utilities for the management and monitoring of the process for specialists. It uses virtual
reality, building 2D and 3D scenarios where the affected persons learn everyday activities. The interaction
in rehabilitation activities can be performed by any pointing device but requires a greater degree of mobility that many patients do not have.
RehaCom [6] is another rehabilitation tool developed in Germany by computer scientists and neuropsychologists. It has pre-set activities to be used as rehabilitation exercises, stimulating cognitive functions
such as attention, concentration, logical reasoning, planning and problem solving, etc. The interaction is
carried out through a special console or panel, comprising buttons and a small joystick.
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NeuronUp [7] is a cloud-based tool for remote rehabilitation offering a wide variety of activities, simulations of real-world tasks and content management systems for the treatment of people affected by
brain damage or positive aging (cognitive deficits caused by normal aging). It allows users to interact via a
computer, a touch screen or even pen and paper. It allows to run on several portable devices such as PDA’s
or smartphones, with applications on various operating systems.
Indigo [8] is a game-based tool from Victoria University in Canada. Presenting the tool using the aspect of a game reduces anxiety that software rehabilitation tools cause on persons suffering from brain
damage. The interface is simple, no windows, no toolbar and full screen. The pointing device is a mouse or
a keyboard, so it is not suitable for people with severe motor impairments. Some tools are used for therapy
and other to assess improvements in cognitive abilities of patients [9].
The tools described above are not suitable for people with a very limited level of mobility, as they use
input devices that require a skill level much higher than they have. In other tools, the rehabilitation is performed using motion capture-based systems [10, 11]. Such systems are typically based on sensors that are
attached to a body part and transmit the information via Wi-Fi or locally stored for further processing.
In addition to these general systems, there have been other rehabilitation systems designed specifically for disease specific disabilities, as shown in [12], for the rehabilitation of the upper extremities, or in
[13] for the rehabilitation of knees. Some of these systems are based on mobile devices, as shown in [14,
15], allowing the use of mobile devices in the rehabilitation of patients suffering from a heart problem.
Other tools, such as CloudRehab [16], provides a customizable platform for tele-rehabilitation, using a
cloud-based technology, mobile devices, heartbeat bands and web technology, suitable for patients with
brain damage.

3. ARTIFICIAL MARKERS AND HAND DETECTION
In computer vision, a synthetic marker is an object that is not part of the environment and it is introduced explicitly to be detected by a vision system. The features required by a marker depend on the application for which it is designed. We can say that a marker should be easily detectable in the environment
(low ambiguity/high distinctiveness) where it will be used in order to achieve a fast and robust identification. There are two families of methods to detect markers: Statistical and Geometric.
Nowadays, artificial markers are widely used in different fields, like guiding and positioning autonomous robots or augmented reality. In [17] a technique for simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) using markers in black and white is described. In [18] color markers are used to improve the
global localization. In the augmented reality context, markers allow to represent additional information on
the real image as well as any type of virtual elements. In [19] four markers’ systems for augmented reality
are compared (ATK ARtoolkit, IGD, HOM and SCR). Another type of marker is based on the detection of
infrared light. These have materials that are highly reflective when are illuminated with this type of light.
This method is the least visually intrusive but requires markers, cameras and special lighting. In [20]
an infrared marker is used in an augmented reality system which facilitates maintenance of the industrial
machinery where is implemented. To do this, the system shows the operator how to proceed with the work
of replacement or repair the parts he is working with.
The traffic signals are being used as artificial markers more and more. Although they were not designed for this purpose, they meet the requirements of a marker. In [21] a traffic signals recognition system using the images captured by a smartphone is described. Moreover, many car manufacturers are including signs recognition systems in their vehicles.
3.1. Proposed Marker
For this project we use a marker based on [22] but we include some modifications in order to make it
suitable for the aim of our project. The original synthetic marker is round shaped and based in color. Figure 1 (left) shows the marker divided into three sectors with the colors red, green and blue.
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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Figure 1. Original color-based marker (left) and interest points (right).
This technique does not assess each color separately but is based on the differences between them. In
order to determine if a point C (X, Y) matches the center of the marker, three points P1, P2, P3 at a distance of D pixels are evaluated. P1 is selected north, P2 is selected southwest and P3 is selected southeast.
In Figure 1 (right) we can see the points location.
The aim is to measure the area where probably each sector of the marker is placed. Therefore, P1
should match a red point, P2 should match a green point and P3 should match a blue point. To check if
the above constraints are satisfied, a set of cascade filters are applied. For each filter, the difference between
the R, G and B components of two points are computed. If at least five filters are fulfilled, then the pixel C
(X, Y) is considered as the center of the marker. The described marker has some drawbacks:
• The points P1, P2, P3 are selected with a fixed distance so the range of distances that can be detected
by the camera is very limited. That is to say, if we leave too, the reference points would be outside the
maker.
• The geometry does not allow the marker to be detected from any angle. Since each sector occupies
33% of the circle (120˚), the maximum angle between the marker and the camera should be within the
interval [−60˚, 60˚].
• The result of the algorithm is a binary matrix where more than one pixel can be selected as the central
point of the marker, so there is no single solution. This drawback is not significant within the context
of this work, because it is more important to detect the presence of the marker than know its precise
location.
Our marker should be suitable for people with large cognitive-motor deficits. The marker will be
placed on the hand of the arm that has partial mobility so it should be detectable from any orientation.
Because of the lesions of both patients, controlling movement of the arm is limited. In both cases, this implies that the position of the hand relative to the arm varies for each displacement. In addition, displacements are made not only in the horizontal plane but will also involve vertical movements. So, our marker
should have the following features: 1) Independence between the viewing distance and the size of the
marker, 2) Independence between the rotation angle of the camera and the marker and 3) Precise location
of the center of the marker.
With these requirements in mind, we designed a new marker composed of three concentric discs that
correspond with the pure colors of the RGB model. With this design, we got the marker meets the second
feature required. As it is composed of three concentric circles, we can see the same shape for every rotation
angle between camera and marker. The shape of the marker is not enough to fulfill the first and third features, so we use a combination of form, method of detection and localization, as discussed in the following
sections.
The prototype of the system consists of a control PC, a screen and a webcam located over the hand of
the user to capture his movements (Figure 2).
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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Figure 2. Structure of the prototype developed with the different parts:
camera, user screen, and control PC related to the position of the user.
3.2. Marker Detection
In this section we propose a technique for determining the probability that a pixel in the image corresponds to the center of the marker. We have used the color difference technique proposed in [22], so the
method is based on the RGB color model. We select regions of pixels taken on the concerned pixel row,
and if necessary, we repeat the detection method also vertically (pixel column).
In Figure 3 (left) we can see a picture of the marker captured by the camera and the line of pixels to
consider (white). The graphs in Figure 3 (right) represent the R, G and B components of the pixels of this
line. The pixel position is introduced as the value for the X axis and the value of each component is introduced as the Y axis.
Analyzing the image, we can conclude the following: the values of the components do not reach the
maximum theoretical value (256). Moreover, there is always a minimum value of each band, and color
transitions are not ideal because soft slopes appear in areas of color change, which causes a small region of
uncertainty. Last, the maximum value obtained for each component is different, therefore, the camera is
not able to capture all colors equally.
The detection of the marker is performed by means of a matrix P = {pi,j} where each pij is the probability that the pixel in position (i, j) represents the center of the marker. In order to avoid unnecessary calculations, we discard (pij = 0) pixels with values for the red component next to the green and blue values.
Given a candidate pixel, we calculate pij from three regions of pixels on the left and right sides of the column j for the row i. Let N be the observed width of any of the disks in the row i, then the region Z1 corresponds to the red zone of the marker and it is determined considering all the pixels in the interval
[ j − N , j + N ] . Similarly, Region Z2 (green) is determined by [ j − 2 N , j − N ] ∪ [ j + N , j + 2 N ] and region
Z3 (blue) is determined by [ j − 3N , j − 2 N ] ∪ [ j + 2 N , j + 3 N ] . Once the three regions {Z1, Z2, Z3} have
been determined, we take the color values, called {P1, P2, P3} (Figure 4 left). Instead of three isolated
points, we consider three regions and their average, which is much more robust.
Then, we calculate pij by means of several cascade filters accumulating the positive differences between bands. Figure 4 (right) shows the filters, where R1, G1 and B1 correspond to the components RGB
of P1; R2 and G2 corresponds to the components R and G of P2; R1, G1 and B1 correspond to the components RGB of P3; X represents the accumulated value of the differences (pij), and finally, N represents the
size of the regions considered. As in [22] only some of the combinations of bands are checked because not
all of them are significant.
In order to make the marker suitable for detection in multiple scales (different camera distances), the
process is repeated for different values of N, and only the maximum likelihood value obtained for each
pixel is selected. Last, the process is repeated again for each pixel in the vertical direction (columns) and
the maximum value obtained is selected.
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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Figure 3. Marker image captured by the camera with the line of pixels to consider marked in
white (left). Representation of the RGB values of the line (right).

Figure 4. Synthetic marker (left-above). Central pixels row representation (left-below). Cascade filters to estimate probability of a pixel (right).
To determine the location of the marker, we need to figure out which pixel corresponds to the center
of the marker from the probability map P = {pij}. In order to do that, we have developed an algorithm
based on the known Mean Shift technique [23]. Mean shift is an iterative procedure for locating the maximum of a density function given discrete data sampled from that function. It is useful for detecting the
modes of this density.
Let V = {vij} be a voting matrix containing the probability that a pixel is located in the center of the
marker with much less ambiguity than P. We calculate V from the centroid of a window of size ws, centered in (i, j) for each pij:
i + ws

(i , j ) =
*

*

j + ws

∑ ∑ ( u, v ) Puv

u=
i − ws v =
j − ws
j + ws
i + ws

∑ ∑
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i − ws v =
j − ws
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Such a centroid accumulates the probability observed in pij:
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(
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(
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V i* , j * ← V i* , j * + pij

This way, each point “votes” about the mean of its proximity. The main concern is the size of the
window ws, because this value can considerably affect the final result. As we know the size of the probability distributions (Nmax), we select this value as the size of the window. As we set ws = N max , the entire
width of the distribution is considered in the voting procedure and then all probabilities assigned to the
same marker vote on the same point. This fact allows us to locate the marker very quickly because the algorithm is executed only one time.
In Figure 5 (top) we can see the result of applying the algorithm to the image of Figure 5 (bottom).
The voting matrix V obtained from the detection matrix P is much less ambiguous, with a peak clearly distinguishable from the rest of points.

4. APPLICATIONS DESCRIPTION
In this section we describe the applications developed to ease the communication with the environment for people with large cognitive-motor disabilities. We developed two different applications: the first
one is called IHM Creator and is used by the therapists and relatives to configure the activities. The second
one is called IHM Runner; it uses the vision-based UI described in the previous section, and it is devoted
to launching the different activities.

Figure 5. CascDetection matrix P (top left) and voting matrix V (top right) obtained in the location
process. Original image (bottom).
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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After multiple meetings with the team of therapists, we decided the system should have two basic
types of activities: the first one shows the patient a list of videos on the screen and then he can select one of
them to be played. According to the therapists, the activity shows two or four different videos each time
(depending on his/her cognitive abilities). The interface shows options to select, play and stop a video. The
second activity allows patients to interact with their environment. The application allows to select simple
commands like “Call mom”, “I am hungry”, etc. using a text-to-speech interface.
4.1. IHM Creator
IHM Creator allows both therapists and relatives to configure the activities that will be executed later
by the patients. Taking into account the feedback received from the therapists, we decided the features that
should be customizable:
• Avatar selection. This option allows to specify the “Avatar” (cursor) and its size. We have found that
each patient responds better to a certain type of avatar.
• Activity “Video” configuration. With this option, the user can configure the behavior of the “Video”
activity. The video configuration allows therapists to select the audiovisual material that will be used
in each session. The screen is divided into four zones that can be activated or deactivated so that the
patient can select one of the videos and play it. This way, the number of videos to display is specified
depending on the cognitive level of the patient.
• Activity “Text to Speech” configuration. This option allows to associate different images to the texts
that the IHM Runner application can play, like “calling mom”, “calling dad” and so on. The UI speaks
the text using the same synthetic voice used in IHM Runner. It also allows to specify how many times
the text will be reproduced.
The application settings are stored in text files, so that different configurations can be selected in different sessions. Figure 6 (left-above) shows the cursor type and size selection screens and the UI for the
video activity configuration (left-below). Figure 6 (right) shows the Text-to-Speech configuration interface: Initially the list of images is empty (above left). Then the list of available images is displayed (above
right) and finally we can see the appearance of the screen when two of the images have been selected.
4.2. IHM Runner
The activities launcher consists of three different screens. The first one allows to select one of the previously stored configuration files (with IHM Creator), configure some parameters of the webcam and exit
the application. If the therapist selects a configuration file for the video activity, a new screen is showed
with a list of available videos depending on how it was configured (ranging between one and four). Then, a
“Play” blue symbol is displayed over the active sectors. If the camera detects the marker in the image, the
cursor is displayed on the corresponding position. In order to start the video playback, the cursor must be
placed on the activation zone. When the video is started, it is played in full screen. When it stops, the
screen with the list of videos is showed again.
To achieve this behavior, a state machine is designed. The states are as follows: Rest (the cursor is not
on any trigger point), Activation (the avatar is located on a trigger point) and Playback (the video is playing full screen).
If the user locates the cursor on any of the activity zones, then the cursor is displayed in red. Figure 7
(above right) shows the cursor in red color over the first video. If the avatar stays over the same position
for long enough, then the state “Playback” is reached, and the video starts playing. During the playback
state, the cursor is not displayed on the screen. When it ends, the cursor is displayed on the previous zone,
but the activation icon is not showed to avoid that the user can play the video again without moving the
avatar.
The design of the Text-to-Speech activity is similar. Therapists have found that many users are able to
read and understand written sentences, so we designed an activity capable of read a text associated with an
image. This opens a wide range of possibilities for communication concerns.
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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Figure 6. Avatar type and size screen (left-above). Video list selection screen (below left) and active
sections screen (left-below). Text-to-Speech configuration interface showing two different commands that one of the patients can select: “I am hungry” and “My name is José”.

Figure 7. The video activity. Rest state (above left). Activation state (above right) and Playback state (below).
The screen is divided again into four different sections or zones that can be activated or deactivated,
depending on the configuration file. This zone shows the image associated to the text that will be “spoken”
by the computer. In this case, the state machine has the same two first states than the video activity, but
the third one is different, so we call it “Speaking”. Figure 8 (above left) shows one of the configuration
schemes designed, that allows to express basic needs like “I am hungry”, “I am thirsty” or “I am wet”. The
text is read by means of a synthetic voice instead of a recording in order to improve portability to other
patients and environments. In Figure 8 (above right) we can see the “Activation” state with the activation
symbol changing to red and the “Speaking” state (below) when the application reads the text associated to
the selected image (“I am thirsty”, in this case). We can also see that the selected avatar is the marker itself,
because some patients find very easy to make the association between the movement of the marker stuck
in his hand and the one shown on the screen.

5. EVALUATION
This section is devoted to describing the experiments performed to verify the correct operation of the
system. We conducted two kinds of experiments: the first one was performed in the laboratory, with the
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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aim of testing the correct operation of the marker designed and the second one was conducted to evaluate
the user experience using the activities described in the previous sections. This study has been carried out
with the express consent of the families of the patients, to whom we thank them for their total collaboration in carrying out the tests.
The first patient, Carlos (Figure 9 left), aged 26, suffered multiple serious head injury which caused
him a subdural hematoma, massive brain edema with effacement and hypointensity of the brainstem cisterns, with a broken left wall and left temporal contusion focus. This produces him a tetraparesis master
flexor (muscle stiffness that keeps the body flexing) and severe cognitive and sensory problems. These lesions were caused by a traffic accident in 2007. Since then, he is receiving a multidisciplinary treatment
(Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy and Speech Therapy). Thanks to this treatment he has recovered
mobility of the left side, part of head control and he has increased cognitive abilities. Nowadays it has been
found that he has certain capabilities such as visually identification of people, objects, colors, shapes,
sounds and some words. He can also perform some simple mathematical operations such as addition and
subtraction, understand simple commands and read some single words and short phrases.

Figure 8. Text to speech activity in rest state (above left), activation state
(above right) and speaking state (below) for the text “I am thirsty”.

Figure 9. Carlos (left) and José (Right).
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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The second one, José (Figure 9 right) aged 24, suffered a TBI that caused him severe multiple injury
in the back right dorsolateral portion of the midbrain. This injury causes mainly spastic tetraparesis with
an extensor pattern (muscle stiffness keeps the body in continuous extension) and severe cognitive and
sensory problems. As in the previous case, the lesions were caused by an accident. Furthermore, after the
accident he was implanted a baclofen pump by surgical (a muscle relaxant acting on the spinal cord to relax the muscles). Through this treatment the spasticity of José has been reduced. The muscle relaxant acts
both in the spastic muscles and the others, causing that José (unlike Carlos), keeps the torso and upper
limbs completely relaxed, making him difficult to perform voluntary movements. The multidisciplinary
treatment that he has been receiving since the accident allowed him to recover part of the mobility of the
higher limbs, so his cognitive abilities were increased. Currently, it has been found that he has certain capabilities to visually identify people and objects, distinguish colors, shapes, sounds, words and understand
orders of medium/high complexity level. These skills have been discovered by indirect ways, because in
both cases they cannot verbalize. Because of this and their cognitive problems, communication with them
is a really difficult task.
Training and simply assessing the capabilities of both patients are very complex tasks, requiring specific procedures. It is important to consider that the conditions of these patients do not affect equally all
the abilities. For instance, José can answer simple questions with his eye (he looks up for “yes’” and down
to say “no”) but he still confuses the arm he wants to move (laterality problem). Carlos recognizes his family and can even perform addition and subtraction, but his communication skill is not as good as José’s
one. Therefore, we cannot forget that, despite having lost many skills, others remain intact. They are like a
puzzle with missing pieces. When brain damage occurs in childhood (e.g. due to a hypoxia) it impacts the
development and learning process, so the effects tend to be global (abilities are not completely acquired).
However, these patients were adults when they suffered their TBI’s. This is why they retained many abilities, sometimes hidden under their impaired sensory, motor or cognitive.
In this work we have exploited the fact that both patients were regular computer users before the TBI.
Therefore, they were used to the mechanics of using a mouse. Objectively, a mouse is very difficult to use
since it controls an avatar on the screen through an object which is not directly observed, and it is also in a
perpendicular plane (table) to the plane where it operates (screen).
5.1. Laboratory
To check the performance of the detection and localization techniques and the behavior of the developed programs, we conducted several experiments. The first experiment was to test the detection and location of the marker in a complex image with strong color changes. In this context, we consider that an image is complex if there are areas, in addition to the marker, with strong transitions between RGB components.
In Figure 10 (right) we show an image where the user’s clothes include strong transitions between
red and blue. This is an adverse scenario for the detection and localization since these transitions generate
high gradients, like the ones generated by the marker. Figure 10 (left) shows two local maxima for the
probability distribution, that hinder the location of the marker. However, after applying the location algorithm we obtain the matrix shown in Figure 10 (center), where we can see there is just one peak with the
global maximum of the function. Therefore, we can say that our marker behaves robustly even under adverse color conditions.
In the second experiment, we checked how the marker behaved to natural lighting changes, gradually
moving from daylight to artificial light and how the tool behaves during a large use. When we say “large
use” we mean up to four hours, which is the maximum time that the patients can be in their wheelchairs.
We kept the system running for six hours in the time slot between 13:00 h and 19:00 h (dark) focusing a
fixed marker. During that time, between 13:00 h and 16:00 h the capture was made only with natural light.
Between 16:00 h and 18:00 h approximately (sunset), the capture was made with both natural and artificial
light. From 18:00 h the capture was performed only with artificial light so in this period lighting conditions did not change.
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2021.144016
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Figure 10. High gradient transitions experiment. Resulting probability matrix (left). Location matrix
(center). Original image (right).
We tried to simulate an ordinary situation, in which the camera is facing down, artificial light comes
from above (behind the camera) and the natural light is lateral (through the balcony). Figure 11 shows the
probability and location matrices for three representative captures made during the experiment: at 13:00 h
with natural light, at 16:00 h with both, natural and artificial light, and at 19:00 h with artificial light only.
As we can see, the location matrix is the same, but the contrast with only natural light is high, and therefore, the probability scale is much higher, and some probabilities of low magnitude appear.
We also conducted an experiment in order to test the detection and localization process using multiple markers at different scales. Figure 12 (left) shows the original image including three markers with
three different sizes. The picture in the center shows the detection matrix and the picture on the right side
shows the location matrix. As we can see, there are three groups of peaks in the detection matrix corresponding to each marker. In the location matrix each group of peaks became a single peak, so we can conclude that the method is suitable for different scales.
5.2. Users Experience
In this section we describe some experiments conducted at the homes of José and Carlos. Both of
them had a working prototype of the system, including all necessary hardware and software. Note that
these tests were not performed in a single session, but five consecutive months have been necessary, performing four to five monthly sessions of two to three hours each.
In the first session with Carlos, he was taught the known activity “Simon Says”. Initially he showed
some interest, staring at the screen where the application was reproduced. After a certain time (about 30
minutes), Carlos completely lost his interest in the application, although during that time family and therapist tried to motivate him. This test was repeated in two subsequent sessions with different schedules, as
cognitive capacity and attention of Carlos varies greatly depending on the day and time, getting the same
results. Finally, therapists concluded that the activity was too abstract and childish for him, so it did not
offer any kind of motivation to him.
In the second test with Carlos, he was shown the video selection activity. At first, as with the previous
activity, he showed a lot of interest, with the difference that this application did not decrease their attention over time, as videos changed continuously, which he found very inspiring.
After many sessions with this activity (it is difficult to manage Carlos working more than an hour and
a half because he got tired and lost concentration), the results were slightly encouraging. The greatest
progress was that Carlos let someone else guide his hand to activate some video. This indicates that Carlos
understood that moving his hand produced a reaction on the screen, because he allowed another person to
lead his movement (it’s usually not like that), keeping a great muscular rigidity. However, the activity did
not provide enough motivation to get that Carlos moved the hand himself.
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Figure 11. Capture with different illumination conditions (first column), Probability matrix (second
column) and Location matrix (third column) for captures performed at 13:00 h (first row), 16:00 h
(second row) and 19:00 h (third row).

Figure 12. Experiment for multiple markers with different scales. Original image (left), detection
matrix (center), and location matrix (right).
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In the third test with Carlos, we used the Text to Speech activity. First, the test is performed by replacing the image of his parents by a black screen with the text “Call Mom” and “Call dad”. In this way, we
intended to force Carlos to read the contents of the screen, trying to get him more motivated. The results
obtained were more successful than those obtained with the Videos activity, but again we did not fulfill the
original goal, so we cannot conclude that this movement was completely voluntary. However, Carlos had a
greater motivation than with the previous activity, probably because he was able to recognize the usefulness for him.
None of the three tests with Carlos managed to reach the initial objectives of the applications, but little progress had been made. It is difficult to determine a clear reason, but we think it was a motivation
problem. Possibly, other applications based on different motivations (the type of Text to Speech) could
greatly improve the results.
Some months later, due to a recent change in his treatment, he was still in the process of associating
the movement of his hand to the avatar. The new medication kept him conscious but also more altered,
making it difficult to pay attention during the use of the system. During the experiments, we focus on
strengthening the hand-avatar association. To do this, at times he remained heedful and responsive, we
stirred his hand to activate any video or text. Typically, after several demonstrations, we managed that he
was able to change some text or video many times during the session.
Figure 13 (first row) shows a picture of Carlos located in the usual position where the system is used,
performing an activity of playing a video. The camera is placed over him, focusing on his hand. On the left
we see the control PC. In front of him there is a screen in which the activity is displayed. Initially, the state
of the activity is rest. In the central part of the figure, we see the same scene, but in this case, we can see
that Carlos’ hand is displaced and the avatar is on a trigger point, so the Play symbol appears in red. Finally, the third image of the figure shows how the video is full screen played after the activation time is
elapsed.
The fact that Carlos could see the marker attached to his hand, and that it matched with the avatar he
was watching on the screen, helped him to understand that the horizontal movements he was performing
with his hand, became vertical movements of the avatar on the screen.

Figure 13. Carlos (first row) and José (second row) performing the Video and Text to Speech
activities respectively. Each column shows a different state of the activity: Rest (first column),
Activation (second column) and Playback/Speaking (third column).
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Like Carlos, the motivation of José changes depending on the day and time. Due to other therapeutic
activities that both perform throughout the day, in the morning they are usually less tired and therefore
more receptive. After communicating directly with José and asking him some questions about the “Simon
Says” activity (he is able to answer simple questions with the eyes), we concluded that the application was
childish for him, and therefore did not motivate him enough.
The higher cognitive level of José allows him to fully understand the hand-avatar association. As we
said before, José finds very difficult to make movements with his hand, due to the lack of strength. However, once past the effort to move his hand at the beginning of the session, he collaborated actively selecting different sectors of each activity by himself.
After two sessions with the Video selection activity, José was able to select any of the four videos voluntarily. To verify this, he was prompted to select each particular video himself, and he got it.
José’s right hand is the one with greater mobility. It is the hand he uses since 2007 to perform most of
the work that therapists did with him, because he had not moved voluntarily the other hand hitherto.
However, after a few sessions with the system, José began to show more skill with his left hand than with
his right one. Later, the sessions were performed with either hand. Note that this evolution of the left hand
could be due to some other factor, but therapists attributed it to the motivation provided by the system.
Finally, we describe the results of the activity Text to Speech. In this case, it was not necessary to
change the images of the family with texts as in the case of Carlos, because at the time of this test, José had
some skill in the use of the application to play videos. The display showed repeated images of José’s mother and sister. Their presence was necessary to motivate the activity. The relative should come when José
called them. Every time José called his sister, and she came, he was very pleased.
Figure 13 (second row) shows José performing the activity Text to Speech with the three states: Rest
(left), Activation (center) and Speaking (right).

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this work, a vision-based human-computer interface for people with high cognitive-motor deficits
is proposed. Specifically, we focused on patients with severe TBI, whose symptoms include not only motor
problems but also cognitive and sensory ones. The developed prototype consists of a camera that reads the
horizontal movements of the patient’s hand and played them vertically on the screen, through a system of
synthetic markers. The system can be easily configured to the needs of each particular patient. Thus, users
should not have a special strength or skill to use the interface.
First, a synthetic color and shape-based marker minimizing the ambiguity with respect to other elements of the scene is designed. This marker is composed of three concentric rings, colored with the three
basic components of the RGB model.
The marker detection system provides a matrix of probabilities presenting some local maxima groups
around the marker, hindering its location. In order to determine the exact center point of the marker, a
MeanShift-based algorithm is developed. The detection and localization processes are very robust and fast
(near 30 fps). Furthermore, the method does not require calibration and it is also invariant to changes in
illumination.
A module to configure activities like Videos or Text to Speech has been developed. It allows to configure features such as the avatar to use, the list of videos, the screen active actors, the texts associated with
the images, etc. This allows the therapist to adapt activities to each session and family planning videos on
leisure sessions. Furthermore, we have designed a software able to load and run these configurations using
the marker detection and location systems.
The joint use of both applications increases usability of the system in a larger number of situations in
everyday life of users. Despite the enormous limitations of this type of patients, the results obtained are
encouraging and the designed system is usable and suitable as a complement to the usual therapy that they
receive.
As future work, we intend to conduct a clinical trial with several people to evaluate the system with
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other patients. On the other hand, it is desirable to extend the number of available activities while maintaining the possibility of setting them.
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